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Athes was never alone for very long growing up. A time spent by herself was a precious moment
and even so, she dreamed of gore. The wild wolf had craved for such a vast audience that she
often battled in the arena where all could see her victories. This is a story of Athes and her life in
the arena. (When you order Athes, you will get all 3 volumes in 1 for the low price of $6.99 that
you only pay once.)



Athes the WarriorThe Story of a Female Guard Written By Lily Mingan This page is for
acknowledging the people who inspired me to write my book and keep my dreams going. You all
have kept your faith in my as I had my darkest days and held me up with the fire. Thank you.My
parents, Barbara and John.My best friend, Lex.My friend and editor, David.To my other friends,
thanks for believing in me and sticking around.☺ All characters in this book are fictional. Any
characteristics, personalities, names or otherwise are all by coincidence. No one person or
activity was intended to become a copy. Chapter OneThis is a story about a wolf pack that
lived as a Village. This is a story about how a single female made a huge impact to the structure.
This is a story about me. But let us start in the beginning before I was ever thought of. All children
were born unnamed and unmarked. Anyone could breed within the Village as they were all
counted as individuals, not a unit on their own. But together, it was like fighting a major force.
Everyone worked into a unit as one giant tsunami wave in battle and protected their borders with
blood-thirsty wolves. They lived on well over three-hundred acres of land that was inhabited by
another pack but had strange ruins of maybe a past long forgotten. Certainly someone had to
have caused the arena to become erected and start this. No one knew the exact start on how it
became to be so large and go from a pack to the Village. It was all by lore and wondering by
imagination. Their fangs were stained red and yellow from their encounters with trespassers.
Their claws were sharpened by living cliff side and scraping them up against the rocks. The
wolves that guarded the borders were notorious fellows that moved like a crashing wave. They
resembled the 300 of Sparta, but worse. They had deadly fangs, thick skin and pelt and a lust for
blood. These wolves lived for fighting. At their barest minimum, they had around forty-five to fifty
male wolves and about half as many females that survived passed the age of three years old.
The female wolves would often succumb to the deaths during rough childbirth, raids, suicides or
predators. The male wolves would only protect the wolves that they needed to protect. They
protected the young pups, the educated and, of course, the Emperor and Empress. The women
had to fend for themselves and were often only comforted by other women during the tough time
of a pregnancy. It was her main duty to grow the pack and make more warriors for the large
kingdom.
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AnonymousPerson, “An excellent read!. A very power read with lots of vivid imagery. Looking
forward to next release.”

The book by Kenley Obas has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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